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Figure 1: Conventional echo cancellation

ABSTRAcr

(1)

signal by the compensation filter results in a replica of
the acoustic echo signal, which is subtracted from the
microphone signal.
Due 10 the long duration of the room impulse response
the selection of an adaptation algorithm for the com
pensation filler coefficients is restricted. One approach,
which fulfills the requirements of complexity and sta
bility is the so called normalized least mean square
(NLMS) algorithm:

( . 1) (.) s(i)x(i)
C1+ =C1 +0' 2
- - 11~(i)11

s(i) = s(i) + [g(i) - .di)]T~(i) (2)

t{i) = (co(i), Ct(i), ... , ck(i), ... , cN-l(i)l (3)

~(i) = (xU), xU - 1), ... , J:(i - N + l)l (4)

1I~(i)112 = ~T(i) ~(i) , (5)

with

where i denotes the time instant, k the coefficient index
and N the length of filter £(i).
One major drawback of the NLMS algorithm is that
its convergence rate depends on the statistical charac
teristics of the input signal x( i). Especially, in case
of colored signal input such as speeCh signals the per
formance of the NLMS algorithm degrades. To over
come this problem different approaches applying linear
prediction techniques have been proposed to decorrelate
the speeCh signals (e.g. [1,6,7]). With these concepts a
signi1lcant improvement of the identification process is
achieved since the introduction of the linear prediction
filters leads to a spectrally more uniform excitation of
all frequency components of the room impulse response.
Taking into consideration that only those frequency com
ponL:nts of the room impulse response, which are excited
by the input signal x(i), can be identified, the benefits
of the predict ion f1Iters becomes obvious.
In order to accelerate the convergence rate of the NLMS
algorithm in this contribution an alternative concept is
proposed, where the linear prediction filters are replaced
by spectra) weighting filters exploiting spectra) charac
teristics of the room impulse response, see also [2].
Within the subsequent section the new algorithm is mo
tivated and theoretically derived. Its introduction com
prises the discussion of its performance in noisy envi
ronment, the realization, and complexity aspects. -Ine
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Any hands-free openJtion of a telephone compnslng a
lOUdspeaker-microphone system instead of a hand-:c;el
has to deal with the problem that due to the coupling
between the loudspeaker and the microphone the loud
speaker signal is echoed back to the microphune (see
Fig. 1). A common technique to reduce the echo signal
is the use of a compensation filter f('i), which modL:Js
the acoustic echo path !!..(i). Processing the luudspenker

1. INTRODUCTION

Adaptive filters are used extensively in telecommunica
tion e.g. for acoustic echo control, noise reduction or
channel equalization. The so called normalized least
mean square (NLMS) algorithm represents one of the
most widely used gradient-based adaptation algorithm.
One of the main problems of the NLMS algorithm in an
echo control application is that the adaptation is driven
by speech signals, i.e. spectrally colored signitls, which
reduce the convergence speed significantly. In this paper
an alternative approach to several existing algorithms
(e.g. [1,6,7]) is introduced, which is based on a priori
knowledge of the spectral characteristics of the room
impulse response in form of spectral weighting filters.
This technique resulls in an accelerated convergence mte
and benefits from a more robust behavior in the pres
ence of background noise, such as occurring for exam
ple in a car. Besides the theoretical derivation of the
proposed algorithm its realization aspects, complexity
features, and simulation results are discussed in detail.
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benefits of the new concept are shown in form of sim
ulation results for di1ferent situations.

impurtant" spectral components leads to an improved
tracking of these components within the NLMS-based
identification process.

2. NLMS WITH SPECTRAL WEIGHTING

In analogy to the structure proposed in [1,6] with Fig. 2
an alternative approach is presented. The comparison
with Fig. 1 shows the difference to the conventional
echo canceller.

2. L Algorithm

Whi!L' filter w in the lower path performs the desired
spectral weighting, the filter in the upper path and the
correct ion term r, (i) guarantee that in analogy to the
NLMS algorithm with the resulting gradient

(8)r. (i) = 8:;' (i) - Sw (i)
N w -l

= 2:::: Uij (r,TU - j) - £T(i)) ~(i - j)
j=O

and it can be formulated for all k = 0, ... , N - 1:

r.(i + 1) =di) - ~ Ilifw~i)112 \7(i) (6)

ex= r.(i) + . 2 s;;' (i) ifw (i) (7)
lIifw (z) II

the square of the instantaneous signal,S':;' (i) is mrnl
mized. For this purpose the correction term r,(i) (see
also [6,1]) eliminates the dependence of sw(i) from pre
vious sets of coefficients f(i - 1), ... , £(i - Nw + 1)
according to
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Figure 2: NLMS with spectral weighting filters

ECHO PATH

In order to accelerate the convergence rate spectral
weighting filters l!!. have been implemented in the adap
tation paths of the compensation IJlter as depicted in
Fig. 2. The basic idea of the new approach is to choose
weighting filter 111 such that its transfer function repre
sents the spectral envelope of the room impulse response
(RIR) as shown in Fig. 3.
In the lower adaptation pilth filter l!!. performs a spectral
weighting of the excitation signal a:(i) in such a way
that spectral components, which contribute more to the
echo signal, are emphasized due to the spectral envelope
of the RIR. The emphasized excitation of the "more (9)

0.4 r---..,..---..,-----r----r------,.---,

Figure 3: Transfer function and spectral envelope
of the room impulse response (RIR)

Transfer fUllclion ofRIR

Spectral envelope

where Nw denotes the length of weighting filter!!..:.. Like
in thl: conventional NLMS algorithm within the pro
posed algorithm the compensation is still performed with
the original signals x( i) and s( i). However, the adapta
tion process now applies with X w (i) and s:;' (i) spectrally
shaped signals minimizing the instantaneous gradient of
the squarl: of the shaped signal s:;' (i). Furthermore, fil
ttT !!..:. in the upper path leads to an additional positive
effect, i.e. the reduction of the interfering influence of
the background noise signal n( i).

2.2. Influence of Bac!,gr'ouJHJ Noise

The signal sCi) of the near-end talker affects the adap
tatiun process of the echo canceller. The use of a time
variant step size parameter - serving as double talk de
tector and slowing down the adaptation process in the
presence of signal s(i) - represents one approach to
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Figure 5: Spectral envelope of RIR for different time instants

overcome this problem (see e.g. [5]). Moreover, espe
cially in mobile transmission systems the algorithm has
to deal with impairing acoustic background noise n(i).
As an example, rig. 4 shows the short-time spectrum of
a noise signal 11.(i) recorded in a moving car. Typically
the noise spectrum comprises particularly low frequency
components, which interfere the adaptation process. Tht:
introduction of weighting filter!£. in the upper path now
leads to an attenuation of tht: lower frequency compo
nents due to the bandpass characteristic of the spectral
envelope. As a result, the influence of the noise signal
11.( i) for the adaptation process is reduced. So, besides
the accelerated convergence rate the proposed algorithm
also benefits from a more robust behavior in the presence
of background noise, such as occurring for example in
a car.
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Figure 4: Spectral weighting of the background noise

room. A second LPC analysis of the impulse response
of the just determined high resolution predictor finally
leads to the spectral envelope of the room impulse re
sponse. A first optimization has indicated, that already
a rough model of the spectral envelope with few coef
ficients :!£ (e.g. Nw = 4 or 5) is sufficient, where the
number of coefficients Nw represents the predictor or
der of the second LPC analysis. Due to the fact, that
these computations only have to be performed once in
the beginning of the hands-free operation, they do not
significantly influence the complexity of the concept.

3. SIMULATION RESULTS

2.4. Complexity

The numerical complexity is increased by the additional
filtering of the signals x( i) and s(i) and by the calcula
tinn of the correction term r.(i). The number of multi
plications needed for the filtering procedure amounts to
2Nw • Also the complexity for the determination of the
correction term r. (i) can be kept relatively small with
(Nw - l)(Nw + 3) multiplications using an efficient re
cursive algorithm according to [6].

The NLMS algorithm applying spectral weighting filters
1Q. has been introduced in order to accelerate the conver
gence rate. Furthermore, as stated in Section 2.2, the
influence of an occurring background noise signal n( i)
for the auaptation process is reduced. Both effects can
be visualized by simulation results. Fig. 6 illustrates the
system distance according to

D(i) Ilg(i) - f(i)11
2

-.- = 10 19 2 (10)
dB lIitmll

for three algorithms in two different situations.
Obviously, in comparison to the conventional NLMS
algorithm the cOl1wrgence rate of the NLMS algorithm
with linear prediction filters [1] and with spectral weight
ing increases especially in the transition from a time
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2.3. Realization Aspects

The proposed concept is based on the fundamental prop
erty of the room impulse response, that changes in the
room only influence the fine structure of the room trcms
fer function, while its spectral envelope mainly remains
unchanged. Investigations documented in [5] anel the ex
ample in Fig. 5 underlint:, that in practice this assump
tion is sufficiently met.
In order to determine the spectral envelope, i.e. the filter
coefficients !Q, in a real application, a periodic perfect
sequence [3] is briefly applied as excitation signal onto
the system given in Fig. 1. Due to the s(Xcial correlation
characteristics of perfect sequences the resulting set of
coefficients f obtained after the initialization phase pro
vides an appropriate approximation of the room impUlse
response. Subsequently, an LPC analysis is performed
with clc as input signal and a high predictor order. The
transfer function of the resulting FIR filter rebuilds the
spectral envelope of the inverse transfer function of the
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Figure 6: Comparison of tile system distance for a time variant simulation (see [4])
(((i) indicates the intensity of time variance of KIR)

variant «((i) large) to a time invariant «((-i) small) room
impulse response. While in the noise-free environment
(Fig. 6-a) during phases of a time variant room impulse
response all algorithms show comparable performance,
in noisy environment (Fig. 6-b) the positive effe..:t of
the reduced interfering influence of the noise signal can
be noted for the NLMS with spectral weighting tillers
resulting in a smaller system distance. With increas
ing level of the noise signal n( i) this effect augments
respectively.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The introduction of the spectral weighting filters exploit
ing a priori knowledge of spectral characteristics of the
room impulse response results in an improved quality of
speeCh transmission applying hands-free telephony due
to its accelerated convergence rate - even in noisy con
ditions. In an application inside a car, where an echo
canceller has been combined with an autom<ltic speeCh
recognition system, the recognition mtes could be im
proved from 90.5% to 96% by the introduction of tb~

weighting tillers. It is of special interest, that these im
provements are obt<lined without considerable additional
computational effort (see [6]), which has bl:en proven by
a real-time implementation.
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